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SECTION 11144PRIVATE 


MOBILE AUDIO/VISUAL CARTS, STANDS, AND WORKSTATIONS

*****  Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. manufacturers numerous types and models of projection screens, furniture, and other audio/visual presentation equipment.  This guide can be used to prepare a specification for incorporating Da-Lite mobile carts, stands, cabinets, and work stations on casters into a competitively bid construction project.  These items are equipped with either swiveling casters or fixed wheels.  The numerous models and options are illustrated in Da-Lite product literature.  Basic types contained in this section include:   


PIXMobile Carts


PIXMate Carts


Plastic Carts


Universal Multi-Purpose Projection Carts


OHP 75 Multi-Purpose Projection Carts


Classic Line Multi-Purpose Projection Carts


PIXMate PMOH Overhead Projector Carts


PIXMobile AVOH Overhead Projector Carts


PIXMate Projector Carts


Stand Master Projector Stands


PH Projector Stands


PHT 800 Projector Stands


Advance Mobile Workstations


Compact Computer Workstations


MMT Computer Workstations


PCT Computer Workstations


Advance Multi-Media Mobile Data Processing Tables


Advance CT-2000 Computer Tables


Advance Computer Tables


Laptop Storage Cart

Throughout this product guide specification, references are made to other specification sections that might be contained in the project manual.  These references are presented as examples and coordination reminders.  For each project, these references will need to be revised to reflect actual sections being used.

Within the specification text, Imperial dimensions are presented first in brackets followed by System International Metric (SI) equivalents also in brackets.  Depending on project requirements, either the Imperial or the SI metric equivalents will need to be deleted.

The specifier will need to edit this product specification for a specific project to reflect the options and applications being used.  The guide section has been written so that most editing can be accomplished by deleting unnecessary requirements and options.  Options are indicated by  [   ].  Notes to assist the specifier in selecting options and editing the specification guide are printed in bold and indicated with  *****.  For final editing, all brackets and notes will need to be deleted from the guide. 

******************************************************************************
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1
SUMMARY


A.
Section includes:  Manufactured, mobile [carts,] [stands,] [workstations,] [cabinets,] [tables,] [_____] equipped with either swiveling or non-swiveling casters.

1.2

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
SUBMITTALS


A.
Provide in accordance with Section 01330 - Submittal Procedures:




1.
Schedule of proposed items and product data for each item.




2.
Shop drawings:  Indicate dimensions and fabrication details.




3.
Samples:  Finishes [for selection by Architect].




4.
Manufacturer's assembly and maintenance instructions.

1.3

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 
QUALITY ASSURANCE


A.
Manufacturer qualifications:  Firm with 30 years minimum successful experience manufacturing audio/visual equipment.

1.4

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING


A.
Deliver mobile items after building is enclosed and construction is substantially complete.



B.
Deliver items in manufacturer's undamaged, labelled packaging.



A.
Items shall be delivered ready for site assembly using hand tools.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS


A.
Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Address:  3100 North Detroit Street, P.O. Box 137, Warsaw, Indiana 46581-0137.




2.
Telephone:  800-622-3737 or 574-267-8101.




3.
Fax:  574-267-7804.




4.
Website:  www.da-lite.com.



B.seq level3 \h \r0 
Requests to use equivalent products of other manufacturers shall be submitted in accordance with Section 01630 - Product Substitution Procedures.

2.2

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
FABRICATION



A.
Unless otherwise indicated, fabricate items from heavy gauge sheet steel with welded connections.



B.
There shall be no exposed sharp edges.

*****  Most metal items are provided with either black or dove gray powder paint coating.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for available colors for specific items.  *****


C.
Finish:  Metal items shall have powder paint coating with [[black] [dove gray] color.] [Color selected by Architect from manufacturer's standard range.]

*****  Standard casters have 4 inches (102 mm) diameter wheels.  As an option 5 inches (127 mm) diameter casters can be provided on mobile units to handle heavier loads.  All UL rating carts have 5 inches 9127 mm) casters.  Also some units are provided with 8 inches (203 mm) diameter pneumatic wheels which increase maneuverability under heavy loads.  *****


D.
Casters:  Unless otherwise indicated, mobile units shall be equipped with four swiveling casters, two of which shall be lockable.  Caster wheels shall be either [4 or 5 inches] [102 or 127] mm] rubber wheels or [8 inches] [203 mm] diameter pneumatic tires] as indicated for specific items.

2.3
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seq level2 \h \r0 
ACCESSORIES

*****  Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. provides several accessories for mobile audio/visual carts, stands, and workstations.  Edit the following to include required accessories and delete non-applicable items.  Specific accessories required for each item should be listed in the item specification.  *****



A.
Mats:  Vinyl, non-slip mats sized to fit tops and shelves.

*****  Safety belts are provided as standard for some cart models and all UL rated carts are provided with safety belts.  *****



B.
Safety belts:  [Cinchable] [Ratchet] type belt for securing monitors, projectors, and other equipment to carts and stands.  Belts shall be tested for [600 pounds] [272 kg].

*****  Two types of electrical assemblies can be provided on carts, stands, computer tables, and workstations as a convenient power supply for projectors, monitors, and other equipment.  ***** 



C.
Electrical assemblies:  6 outlet surge suppressor with [12 feet] [3.7 m] cord or 3 outlet electrical power strip with [20 feet] [6.1 m] cord as indicated for specific items.  Assemblies shall be UL listed, have cord wind bracket, and be screw attached.



D.
Bumper guards:  Set of 4 resilient guards to attach to casters and protect walls from damage during transport.



E.
Skirting:  Black polyester knit skirting to fasten to cart tops and conceal equipment on shelves.

2.4

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
PRE-ASSEMBLED CARTS
*****  Numerous models of pre-assembled PIXMobile Carts are provided which vary in size and configuration.  In addition, several optional features are available.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for styles, model numbers, dimensions, and available options.  Use the following paragraphs to develop a specification description for each model of pre-assembled PIXMobile Cart required for project.  ***** 


A.
Type:  Completely assembled mobile cart for projectors, monitors, televisions, and other audio/visual equipment; PIXMobile Cart, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.

*****  Some models are available with intermediate shelf or bottom storage cabinet.  Other models have an extra wide base for added stability when moving heavy loads.  *****


B.
Configuration:  [Top and bottom shelves] [Top, intermediate, and bottom shelves]  [Top with base cabinet providing intermediate shelf] [Base shall be wider than top for added stability].



C.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  



D.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Different models have different features and available options.  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs for model being specified and delete others.  *****



1.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels] [[8 inches] [203 mm] diameter pneumatic wheels].




2.
Base storage cabinet with hinged [flush panel door] [pair of flush panel doors] [and keyed lock.]




3.
Top [and adjustable intermediate shelf].




4.
Sloped top shelf to position projector for eliminating keystoning or eliminating glare on monitor.




5.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].]




6.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Mats] [Skirting] [Bumpers].

2.5

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 
READY-TO-ASSEMBLE CARTS
*****  Numerous models of PIXMate Mobile Carts are provided which vary in size and configuration.  These units are designed to be easily assembled on site.  In addition, several optional features are available.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for styles, model numbers, dimensions, and available options.  Use the following paragraphs to develop a specification description for each model of ready-to-assemble PIXMate Carts required for project.  ***** 


A.
Type:  Site assembled mobile cart for projectors, monitors, televisions, and other audio/visual equipment; PIXMate Mobile Cart, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.



B.
Provide carts in pieces which can be easily assembled on site with simple hand tools.

***** Some models are available with intermediate shelf or bottom storage cabinet.  Other models have an extra wide base for added stability when moving heavy loads.  *****


C.
Configuration:  [Top and bottom shelves] [Top, intermediate, and bottom shelves]  [Top with base cabinet providing intermediate shelf] [Base shall be wider than top for added stability].



D.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  



E.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Different models have different features and available options.  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs for model being specified and delete others.  *****



1.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels] [[8 inches] [203 mm] diameter pneumatic wheels].




2.
Base storage cabinet with hinged [flush panel door] [pair of flush panel doors] [and keyed lock.]




3.
Top [and adjustable intermediate shelf].




4.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].




5.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Mats] [Skirting] [Bumpers].

2.6

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 
READY-TO-ASSEMBLE PLASTIC CARTS
*****  Numerous models of Plastic Mobile Carts are provided which vary in size and configuration.  These units are fabricated from polyethylene components and PVC pipe supports and are designed to be easily assembled on site.  In addition, several options are available.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for styles, model numbers, dimensions, and available options.  Use the following to develop a specification description for each model of ready-to-assemble Plastic Mobile Cart required for project.  ***** 


A.
Type:  Site assembled, lightweight, plastic, mobile cart for projectors, monitors, televisions, and other audio/visual equipment; Plastic Mobile Cart, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.



B.
Material:  Molded high density polyethylene plastic shelves and PVC pipe supports.



C.
Provide carts in pieces which can be easily assembled on site with simple hand tools.



D.
Configuration:  Top, [intermediate,] and bottom shelves.



E.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  



F.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Different models have different features and available options.  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs for model being specified and delete others.  *****



1.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels].




2.
Top shelf shall have built-in handle and cord management hole.




[3.
Reinforced top shelf suitable for [25 inches] [625 mm] diameter monitors.]




[4.
Electrical assembly:  3 outlet power strip.]




[5.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Mats] [Skirting] [Bumpers].

2.7

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 
MULTI-PURPOSE PROJECTION CARTS
*****  Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. provides four styles of multi-purpose projection carts which are suitable for holding overhead, video, and other types of projectors as well as monitors.  Only one size is provided in each style.  *****

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Universal Multi-Purpose Projection Cart.  *****


A.
Type:  Mobile cart for projectors, monitors, televisions, and other audio/visual equipment; Universal Multi-Purpose Projection Cart as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Two rectangular side frames connected by two adjustable shelves and horizontal braces.  Top shelf to have integral pencil tray.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [37-1/2 by 27-1/2 by 19-1/2 inches] [95 by 70 by 49 cm].




3.
Load capacity:  [100 pounds] [45 kg].



B.seq level3 \h \r0 
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs for model being specified and delete others.  *****



1.
Casters:  [2 inches] [51 mm] swiveling casters.

*****  An optional fold-down platform can be provided to hold presentation and reference material.  *****




2.
Equip cart with fold-down platform on side of cart.




3.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify OHP 75 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart.  *****


C.seq level3 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile cart for overhead projector and other audio/visual equipment; OHP 75 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Two I-shaped side frames connected by horizontal brace, top, and intermediate shelves.  Projector shelf adjustable to either standing or sitting position.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [30 by 20 by 20 inches] [76 by 51 by 51 cm].




3.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [4 inches] [102 mm] rubber wheels.

*****  An optional fold-down platform can be provided to hold presentation and reference material.  *****





b.
Equip cart with fold-down platform on side of cart.





c.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].

******************************************************************************
*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Classic Line 95 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart.  *****


D.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile cart for overhead projectors, monitors, and other audio/visual equipment; Classic Line 95 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Inverted T leg with double square tube uprights, top, and intermediate fixed shelves.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [37-1/2 by 27-1/2 by 19-1/2 inches] [95 by 70 by 49 cm].




3.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [4 inches] [102 mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





c.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Classic Line 125 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart.  *****


E.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile cart for overhead projectors, monitors, and other audio/visual equipment; Classic Line 125 Multi-Purpose Projection Cart as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Inverted T leg with double square tube uprights, top, and 2 intermediate fixed shelves.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [49 by 35-1/2 by 19-1/2 inches] [124 by 90 by 49 cm].




3.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [4 inches] [102 mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





c.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************

2.8

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR CARTS
*****  Use the following paragraph to specify PIXMate PMOH overhead projector cart which is provided in two heights, 29 and 39 inches (74 and 99 cm).  *****


A.
Type:  Ready to assembly, mobile cart for overhead projector; PIXMate Model PMOH-[29] [39] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Cart with upper and bottom shelves and 2 fold-down side shelves for presentation material.  Upper shelf adjustable to align top surface of overhead projector with folding side shelves.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [[29] [39] by 24 by 20 inches] [[74] [99] by 61 by 51 cm].




3.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





c.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Bumpers].

******************************************************************************

*****  Use the following paragraph to specify PIXMobile AVOH 2939J overhead projector cart.  *****


B.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Pre-assembled, mobile cart for overhead projector; PIXMobile Model AVOH 2939J as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Cart with fixed bottom shelf, adjustable upper shelf forming well for overhead projector, and 2 fold-down side shelves for presentation material.  Upper shelf can be adjusted to align top surface of overhead projector with folding side shelves.




2.
Dimensions:





a.
Height:  Adjustable from [29 to 39 inches in 2 inches increments.] [73 to 99 cm in 51 mm increments.]





b.
Width by depth:  [20 by 22 inches] [51 by 56 cm].




3.seq level4 \h \r0 
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





c.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Bumpers].

******************************************************************************

*****  Use the following paragraph to specify PIXM0bile AVOH 39J overhead projection cart.  *****


C.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Pre-assembled, mobile cart with well for overhead projector; PIXMobile Model AVOH 39J as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Cart with horizontal bottom brace, modesty panel, and top with well for overhead projector.  Depth of well adjustable so that top surface of overhead projector aligns with top surface of cart.




2.
Dimensions:





a.
Height:  Adjustable from [26 to 39 inches in 1 inch increments.] [66 to 99 cm in 51 mm increments.]





b.
Width by depth:  [40 by 22 inches] [102 by 56 cm].




3.seq level4 \h \r0 
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following and delete others.  *****




a.
Casters:  [4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





c.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Bumpers].

******************************************************************************

2.9

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
LCD, DLP, AND CRT PROJECTOR CARTS

*****   PIXMate Projector Carts are suitable for LCD, DLP, and CRT projectors and are typically provided with swiveling laptop computer shelves.  Include the following paragraph to specify PIXMate Projector Carts.  Carts are provided in different models with different depth to accommodate different projector types.  Include this article to specify PIXMate Projector Carts Models APT-42, APT2-42, and VP6-30.  *****



A.
Type:  Ready to assemble, mobile cart for [LCD] [DLP] [CRT] projector [and laptop computer]; PIXMate Model [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.



B.
Configuration:  Inverted T legs with upright fabricated as sheet metal channel with slot perforations.  Upright joined by horizontal braces and shelves.  Top projector shelf adjusts to fine tune image on screen.



C.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  



D.
Carts shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Different models have different features and available options.  Select appropriate features from the following paragraphs for model being specified and delete others.  *****



1.
Casters:  [5 inches] [127 mm] rubber wheels.




2.
Swiveling, adjustable shelf for laptop computer.




3.
Base storage cabinet with pair of hinged flush panel doors with keyed lock.




4.
Top [and adjustable intermediate shelf].




5.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].




6.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Mats] [Bumpers].

2.10

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 
MOBILE PROJECTOR STANDS
*****  Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. provides four models of mobile projector stands.  *****

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Stand Master I Projector Stand.  *****


A.
Type:  Mobile projector stand with upper and lower shelves adjustable with gas pneumatic spring mechanism; Stand Master I as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Two tubular uprights connected to base with steel rod rack and two wheels which allow stand to be tilted and rolled into position.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




3.
Lower shelf swivels and adjusts independent of upper shelf.



B.seq level3 \h \r0 
Stands shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following.  *****



1.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].




2.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Stand Master II Projector Stand.  *****


C.seq level3 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile projector stand with upper and lower shelves adjustable with continuous movement crank; Stand Master II as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Three tubular uprights connected to base with steel rod rack and two wheels and to swiveling caster.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




3.
Lower shelf adjusts in height with upper shelf.



D.seq level3 \h \r0 
Stands shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following.  *****



1.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].




2.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify PH 800-1250 and PHT 800-1250 Projector Stands.  The models are the same except the PHT model can be tilted to eliminate keystoning.  *****


E.seq level3 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile projector stand with upper adjustable shelf; [PH 800-1250] [PHT 800-1250] Projector Stand as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Configuration:  Single post upright supporting projector shelf.  Upright attached to H-shaped base frame with four [2 inches] [52mm] swiveling casters.  2 casters shall be lockable.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




3.
Load capacity:  [70 pounds] [32 kg].




4.
Stands shall be equipped with the following features:

*****  Select appropriate features from the following.  *****




a.
Projector shelf shall be adjustable in [2 inches] [51 mm] increments.





b.
Provide shelf with safety rails.

*****  PHT 800-1250 Projector Stand has a tilting shelf.  *****





c.
 Shelf shall have 15 degrees tilt adjustment to eliminate keystoning.





d.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





e.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************

2.11

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
MOBILE COMPUTER TABLES AND WORK STATIONS
*****  Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. manufactures many different styles and sizes of mobile computer tables and work stations.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for illustrations, descriptions, dimensions, optional accessories, and model numbers for these numerous items.  Use this article for developing specifications for selected models using data contained in project literature.  *****

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Advance Mobile Workstations - Models CTOH, AVEC, and AVCT.  *****


A.
Type:  Mobile computer table for holding computer and audio visual equipment and materials; Advance Mobile Workstations, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Construction:  Fabricated from formed steel sections with welded joints.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




3.
Components:

*****  Include components applicable to selected model.  Edit to indicate options.  Delete non-applicable components.  *****





a.
Adjustable height top work surface [with overhead projector well].





b.
Bottom shelf and [__number__] intermediate shelves.





c.
[Adjustable] [Fixed] height, slide-out keyboard shelf [with mouse tray].





d.
Materials storage drawer.





e.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels] [[8 inches] [203 mm] diameter pneumatic wheels].





f.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





g.
Accessories:  [Safety belt] [Mats] [Bumpers].

******************************************************************************
*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Compact and MMT Computer Workstations.  *****


B.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile computer workstation for placing computer equipment and materials in convenient operating arrangement; [Compact] [MMT] Computer Workstation, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Frame:  Fabricated from [1 inch] [25 mm] square steel tubing with welded joints and black powder paint coat.




2.
Work surface and shelves:  [5/8 inch] [16 mm] thick board with gray plastic laminate finish with rounded, high-impact resistant corners.




3.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




4.
Components:

*****  Include components applicable to selected model.  Edit to indicate options.  Delete non-applicable components.  *****





a.
Top work surface and [__number__] lower shelves.





b.
Adjustable height, slide-out keyboard shelf [with mouse tray].

*****  Side projector shelves are only available on MMT Model.  *****




c.
2 adjustable, side projector shelves.





d.
Casters:  [4 inches] [127] mm] rubber wheels.





e.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





f.
Safety belt.

******************************************************************************
*****  Include the following paragraph to specify and PCT Computer Workstations.  *****


C.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile computer workstation for placing computer equipment and materials in convenient operating arrangement; PCT Computer Workstation, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Frame:  Fabricated from [1 inch] [25 mm] square steel tubing with welded joints and black powder paint coat.




2.
Work surface and monitor platform:  [5/8 inch] [16 mm] thick board with gray plastic laminated finish with rounded, high-impact resistant corners.




3.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




4.
Components:





a.
Adjustable height work surface.





b.
Removable, cantilevered monitor platform positioned above work surface.





c.
Modesty panel on front face.





d.
Casters:  [[4] [5] inches] [[102] [127] mm] rubber wheels].





e.
Electrical assembly:  3 outlet power strip.

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Advance Multi-Media Mobile Data Processing Tables Models DP-1 and DPL.  *****


D.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Data processing tables for placing computer equipment and materials in convenient operating arrangement; Advance Data Processing Table, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Frame:  Fabricated from formed steel sections with welded joints and black powder paint coat and high density particleboard.




2.
Work surface and monitor platform:  [-1/2] [3/4] inch] [[13] [19] mm] thick simulated oak board.




3.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




4.
Components:

*****  Not all components are provided for all Advance Multi-Media Data Processing Tables.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for applicable components.  ***** 




a.
Adjustable height work surface in [[1] [1-1/2] inches] [[25] [38 mm] increments.





b.
Casters:  [4 inches] [102 mm] rubber wheels.





c.
Electrical assembly:  3 outlet power strip.





d.
Monitor platform positioned above work surface.





e.
Modesty panel on front face.





f.
Combination modesty panel, cable management compartment, and paper storage shelf.





g.
Monitor shelf.





h.
Printer stand.





i.
Monitor tie-down.





j.
Convenience drawer.





k.
Extension shelf.

******************************************************************************
*****  Include the following paragraph to specify Advance CT-2000 Computer Tables.  *****


E.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile computer table and workstation for placing computer equipment and materials in convenient operating arrangement; Advance CT-2000 Computer Table, Model No. [_____] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Frame:  Fabricated from formed steel sections with welded joints and dove gray powder paint coat and high density particleboard.




2.
Work surface and monitor platform:  [1 inch] [25 mm] thick board with slate gray plastic laminate surface.




3.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




4.
Components:





a.
Work surface.





b.
Casters:  [2 inches] [51 mm] diameter, dual wheel casters.





c.
Electrical assembly:  [6 outlet surge suppressor] [3 outlet power strip].





d.
Combination modesty panel, cable management compartment, and paper storage shelf.

******************************************************************************

*****  Include the following paragraph to specify and Advance Computer Tables, Models CT-31JS, CTM-31JS, CT-41J, CT2-32.  *****


F.seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
Type:  Mobile computer table for placing computer equipment and materials in convenient operating arrangement; Advance Computer Table, Model No. [CT-31JS] [CTM-31JS] [CT-41J] [CT2-32] as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.




1.
Frame:  Fabricated from formed steel sections with welded joints and dove gray powder paint coat.




2.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [_____] by [_____] by [_____] [inches] [cm].  




3.
Components:

*****  Not all components are provided for all Advance Computer Table models.  Refer to Da-Lite product literature for applicable components.  ***** 




a.
Casters:  [4 inches] [102 mm] rubber wheels.





b.
Electrical assembly:  6 outlet surge suppressor.





c.
[Height adjustable] work surface.





d.
[Intermediate] [bottom] shelf.





e.
Combination modesty panel and cable management compartment.





f.
Tower mount bracket and cable management raceway for classroom applications.

******************************************************************************

2.12

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 

seq level3 \h \r0 

seq level4 \h \r0 
LAPTOP STORAGE CART
*****  Include this article to specify Advance Laptop Storage Cart.  *****



A.
Type:  Partially assembled mobile cart for storing laptop computers; Advance Laptop Storage Cart Model CT-LSC as manufactured by Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.



B.
Provide carts in pieces which can be easily assembled on site with simple hand tools.



C.
Capacity:  30 laptop computers.

*****  Advance Laptop Storage Cart are provided in two heights.  *****


D.
Dimensions (height by width by depth):  [[36-1/4] [40] by 44 by 23-1/4 inches.]  [[92] [102] by 112 by 59 cm.]  



E.
Construction:  Fabricate from steel sheet with flush panel, key locked doors; removable cell dividers; safety lip on 3 sides of top; and bar handles at each end.



F.
Finish:  Dove gray powder paint coating.

*****  Cart can be equipped with an optional electrical assembly for recharging laptop computers.  *****





G.
Electrical assembly:  17 outlet power strip for recharging stored laptop computers.  Rear panel shall be removable to provide access to electrical compartment.



H.
Casters:  [[5 inches] [127 mm] rubber wheels] [[8 inches] [203 mm] diameter pneumatic wheels].

******************************************************************************
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
INSTALLATION



A.
Unpack portable mobile carts, stands, cabinets, tables, and work stations after building painting and cleanup has been completed.



B.
After removal from cartons, assembly units in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.



C.
Clean surfaces in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.  Do not use abrasives.



D.
Adjust moving components for smooth operations.



E.
Place mobile units in building areas designated by Owner.  Obtain receipt from Owner for delivered items.

3.2

seq level1 \h \r0 

seq level2 \h \r0 
SCHEDULE

***** For large projects requiring numerous mobile carts, stands, workstations, cabinets, and tables of various types and sizes, a schedule of required items is appropriate.  *****


A.
Provide quantities and types of mobile items as specified in Part 2 - Products:




1.
[__quantity__] each [__type of item__], Da-Lite Model No. [_____].




2.
[__quantity__] each [__type of item__], Da-Lite Model No. [_____].




3.
[__quantity__] each [__type of item__], Da-Lite Model No. [_____].


END OF SECTION
______________________________________________________________________________
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